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to become fluent in the language, I had to rely on
interpreters. Due mostly to the Lutheran anthropol
ogist P. Brennan (and, since 1988, with the New
Testament: Enga Nutesamene Baipelo), there is
now a uniform way of writing the Enga language.

Since there were no previous reports of the
stages of this ritual by an eyewitness, I could
easily have missed some items. Wirz wrote, “Kein
Weißer, auch kein Missionar, hat bis dahin dem
Ritual beigewohnt oder auch bloß etwas davon zu
sehen bekommen” (1952: 42).

I very much realize that I have only touched
the main points of this Sandalu bachelor ritual.
To penetrate into its “inner being” is now almost
impossible and, with the disappearance of the “old
Big Men,” it will be just impossible. May the fol
lowing “guidelines” help some as long as there is
a chance to go deeper and find the missing points. 1

Background Information

Although Enga is the biggest language unit in New
Guinea, it never had a name of its own. Meggitt
writes: “The term Enga was apparently first used
by natives of the Mount Hagen-Tomba area to
designate all those people west of the Hagen Range
who speak variants of the one ‘Enga’ language”
(1958: 256f.). Among themselves, they refer to
each other according to the different subgroups
within the area: Mae, Laiapu, Yandapu, etc. In the
literature, they appear first under the name Tsaga
(Tschaga, Caga) (Wirz 1952: 8).

1 I would like to note gratefully at least the names of some
people who helped me in this description: Leklek and Pastor
Kamen Tanga of Waiminaukini, Yanali, Ayele, Ameane: all
of Sikini; as well as Pyaso and Langapu of Itokoni; Iki,
Lai, and Wapu of Tsaka; also Sr. M. Eamon Brennan RSM
and Fr. B. Fisher SVD [J. Schwab].

The Enga Province is located in the Central
Cordillera, a system of high ranges and valleys,
generally running west to east. Enga has a total
 area of 198,000km 2 , it varies in altitude from 200m

(Yuat) to 3,800m (Mt. Hagen). Although Enga
lies close to the equator, its mountainous location
means a temperate climate. Above 2,500m occa
sional frosts occur. The harshness of the terrain is

one of the important factors in the development of
the Enga way of life.

The people of Enga number some 165,000, not
 counting 20,000 Enga speakers within the Western
Highlands Province. There are cultural differences
among the Enga speaking groups: Central Enga
(Mae/Laiapu), Kandepe, Saui, Malamuni, Taro,
Tarua, Wali, etc., and each group or region has
generally a distinctive name to mark it off from
the others. People distinguish features such as wig
styles, details of dress and ornament, house styles,
dialects, and minor variations in bachelors’ rituals
and in marriage and funerary customs.

R. J. Lacey writes: “I believe that Enga history
may well have begun with people from the Kola
region and that many Enga groups have spread
in an east to west movement through the Lai

valley and its tributaries” (1975: 261). Reports
vary about the first Westerners coming into Enga.
Kirschbaum, a Catholic missionary and anthropol
ogist, must have contacted some Enga in the late
1920s (up the Korowori River), since he reported
the Enga manner of counting (1938: 278). In the
1930s, several gold prospectors entered the area.
In 1934, the Leahy brothers walked from Mt. Ha
gen to about 20 miles from Wabag. Also the Fox
brothers reached the Enga area on their prospecting
trips from the Sepik and Strickland Rivers.

In 1975, Enga was declared a province of Papua
New Guinea with Wabag as the provincial capital.


